In the collinear twist-three approach, we calculate for the first time the gluon contribution to double (longitudinal-transverse) spin asymmetry ALT for open charm production in proton-proton collisions measurable at RHIC. Utilizing the Ward-Takahashi identity for the non-pole part of the hard scattering amplitude, we derive a factorized, gauge invariant formula for the asymmetry. The result may be combined with the previous studies of single-spin asymmetry in the same channel and allows for a systematic analysis of three-gluon correlations inside a transversely polarized nucleon.
I. INTRODUCTION
The transverse-longitudinal, double-spin asymmetry A LT has long been known as a viable observable to probe the twist-three distributions in a transversely polarized nucleon. Most of the theoretical studies so far have focused on the transverse quark structure function g T (x) = g 1 (x) + g 2 (x) [1] [2] [3] [4] accessible from inclusive measurement of A LT in polarized DIS and Drell-Yan experiments. As is well-known from the result of the operator product expansion, g T (x) does not have a simple partonic interpretation, but is sensitive to quark-gluon correlations inside the nucleon [5] . A dedicated analysis of the DIS data at JLab indeed revealed a significant content of such correlations [6, 7] .
If A LT is measured as a function of the transverse momentum p T of particles (jets) in exclusive processes, in the high-p T region it becomes sensitive also to the 'genuine twist-three' quark-gluon correlation functions. A variety of p T -dependent processes have been calculated recently [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] including photon p ↑ p → → γ(p T )X [11] and hadron p ↑ p → → h(p T )X [12] productions in proton-proton (pp) collisions which are measurable at RHIC. In fact, in these processes it is not enough to consider only g T (x) and the quarkgluon correlators. A LT receives contributions also from the G 3T (x) structure function (defined below in Eq. (1)), which is the gluonic counterpart of g T (x), and the twist-three, three-gluon correlation functions. Although these gluonic functions are a priori not suppressed compared with the quark ones, so far their theoretical treatment has been scarce: The three-gluon correlators in a transversely polarized nucleon have only been discussed in the context of single-spin asymmetry [13] [14] [15] [16] , whereas G 3T (x) has never been discussed in association with concrete observables. The detailed twist structure of the latter as well as its relevance to the transverse-spin decomposition have only recently been elucidated in [17] .
In this paper we undertake the first calculation of the gluon contribution to A LT in the collinear factorization framework. Specifically, we shall compute, in the Feynman gauge, the numerator of
This is an ideal channel to probe gluons because the potential quark contribution from the subprocess→ g → cc is expected to be negligibly small as in the case of single-spin asymmetry [14] .
1 Our result will thus be the leading contribution to A LT in this channel which, with a suitable modeling of the gluon correlators, can be confronted with future experimental results. 
The upper blobs represent the unpolarized G(x) and polarized ∆G(x) gluon distributions defined by the parametrization [13, 17] 
where the notation [0, z] represents the straight Wilson line from 0 to z µ . The super-(sub-)scripts P and n denote contraction with the momentum P µ and the null vector n µ satisfying P · n = 1; e.g., ǫ npαβ = ǫ µναβ n µ P ν with the convention ǫ 0123 = +1. For the left-moving proton, P µ = p ′µ and n µ = δ µ + /p ′− . The middle blobs represent the hard scattering amplitude (cross section). In the case of single-spin asymmetry (SSA) p ↑ p → DX, only the unpolarized gluon distribution of the left-mover is relevant. In order to generate a nonzero asymmetry, it is essential to extract the imaginary part of the amplitude by picking up the pole of one of the internal propagators [18] 1
Only the three-gluon amplitude (Fig. 2) contains such an imaginary part, and this is why SSA is called a 'genuine twist-three' observable. Of course, this standard mechanism of SSA also gives rise to a DSA of the same magnitude. However, this does not concern us here because it has been already computed in [16] . The new feature which arises when the left-mover is longitudinally polarized is that the upper blob can be the polarized distribution ∆G(x). In this case, because of the relative factor of i in the coefficient of ∆G(x), we must retain the non-pole part of the amplitude, which in particular means that both Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are important. We shall denote these non-pole parts as S ab µν (k) and S abc µνλ (k 1 , k 2 ) (a, b, .. are color indices) respectively for the two figures.
Finally the lower blobs represent the nonperturbative two-and three-gluon matrix elements
taken in the transversely polarized proton state. All in all, the contributions to DSA from Figs. 1, 2 can be written as the following convolution integrals
where D c (z) is the c-quark fragmentation function into D-mesons. The symmetry factor 1 2 in (6) accounts for the presence of two gluons on one side of the cut.
III. COLLINEAR EXPANSION AND WARD-TAKAHASHI IDENTITY
Our task now is to extract from (6) the twist-three part which contributes to DSA. We first note that the dominant region of the gluon momentum k in Figs. 1, 2 is the region collinear to p µ ≈ δ µ + p + . We therefore decompose k as
where this time
We then perform the collinear expansion of the (non-pole) amplitudes up to O(ω 3 ) which is the order needed for twist-three accuracy.
[The color indices are omitted for simplicity.] The multiple k-derivatives of S µν and S µνλ are very hard to evaluate in practice. Fortunately, they can be reduced to lower order derivatives by virtue of the Ward-Takahashi identity (WTI). For the two-gluon amplitude, we trivially have
Differentiating (10) twice with respect to k, we find relations such as [Remember our convention S is defined such that graphs in which incoming collinear lines merge into a single line are omitted. Due to this irreducibility property, it satisfies the following WTIs
where
Comments are in order about the two-gluon amplitude S µν on the right-hand-side. On one hand, the appearance of this term is easily understood diagramatically as shown in Fig. 3 . On the other hand, it is actually a new element specific to the calculation of asymmetries which involve the non-pole part of the three-parton amplitude, as first observed in a related context [19] . In the previous calculations of singlespin asymmetry which concerns the pole part, the three-parton amplitude satisfies a homogeneous WTI without the two-parton amplitude because of the on-shell condition for one of the internal propagators [15, 16, 20] . We shall see that the inclusion of this term leads to a nontrivial gauge invariant contribution in the asymmetry (see, also, [19] ).
The remaining terms, collectively denoted by G in (12)- (14), come from the unphysical polarizations of gluons whose detailed form depends on the gauge choice. As we explain in Appendix A, the G-terms do not affect the result of this paper. We therefore neglect them and obtain, for instance, the relation
Other more complicated relations which we need are listed in Appendix B.
Making the most of these WTIs and performing a similar decomposition
also for the soft matrix elements, we obtain after tedious calculations
In writing down (17), we actually only recovered the O(A 2 ) and O(gA 3 ) terms in the expansion of the matrix elements F F , gF F F (including the expansion of the Wilson line). We then supplemented the result with the O(g 2 A 4 ) ∼ O(g 4 A 6 ) terms by hand which are not taken into account in Figs. 1, 2 , but which should organize themselves into gauge invariant expressions.
IV. SPIN-DEPENDENT CROSS SECTION
The matrix elements (18)- (21) reduce to a set of invariant structure functions when projected out by the tensor ω µν . In the two-gluon part (first line of (17)) we find the function G 3T (x) defined in (1) which, as already mentioned, is the gluonic counterpart of the g T (x) structure function. As for the 'F-type' correlator F F F , we employ the following parametrization [15] 
[M N is the nucleon mass.] Due to the projection operator ω (23) and (24) the indices µ, ν, λ are practically restricted to the transverse ones (µ = 1, 2, etc.), and accordingly we defined g
It is not necessary to introduce an independent parametrization of the 'D-type' correlator F DF in (20) . In the last line of (17), one can write
where the functiong is defined in [17] . 3 Via the equation of motion, it can be fully expressed by the F-type correlator and other known distribution functions (see (3.2) and (3.22) of [17] ).
Finally, we calculate the non-pole amplitudes S µν , dS µν /dk λ and S µνλ in the Feynman gauge to lowest order. The relevant diagrams are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Combining these results we arrive at the spin-dependent cross section which is the numerator
The various partonic cross sections are given bŷ
where the Mandelstam variables at the partonic level are defined as
It is possible to eliminate both G 3T (x) andg(x) altogether from (26) using the identities derived in [17] . According to these identities, G 3T (x) andg(x) are decomposed into the 'Wandzura-Wilczek' part and the genuine twist-three part. 5 The right-hand-side of (26) can then be written by the polarized gluon distribution ∆G(x), the three-gluon correlation functions N and O, and also the quark-gluon correlation function ∼ P S ⊥ |qγ + F +µ q|P S ⊥ . The full expression does not appear to be particularly enlightening (though it may be useful in practice), so here we only note that in the 'Wandzura-Wilczek approximation' which neglects all the three-parton correlators, the square brackets [...] in (26) reduces simply tô
Namely, apart from the c-quark fragmentation function, the cross section is entirely expressed by the polarized gluon distribution.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have calculated the gluon contribution to double-spin asymmetry A LT in open charm production measurable at RHIC. Due to the non-pole part of the hard amplitude involved in the calculation, it was crucial to properly handle the inhomogeneous Ward-Takahashi identity (12)-(14) (cf., [19] ) when evaluating the collinear expansion coefficients. The main result (26) features, among others, the G 3T (x) structure function (see Eq. (1)) which has hitherto received remarkably little attention compared with its quark counterpart g T (x). This is actually the first time that a process in which G 3T (x) dominates the cross section has been identified. It therefore serves as the benchmark process for a systematic study of gluon correlations inside a transversely polarized nucleon. Note that G 3T (x) carries nontrivial information of the gluon helicity distribution ∆G(x) in its Wandzura-Wilczek part [17] .
If experiment should reveal a sizable asymmetry beyond that described by the WW part, A LT becomes a sensitive probe of the three-gluon correlation. In this sense, our work extends the previous calculation of the single-spin asymmetry in the same channel [14, 16] . Since the single and double spin asymmetries involve different linear combinations of the twist-three gluon correlation functions, a combined analysis of both experimental data can put tighter constraints on the parametrization of these functions. We hope that such an analysis is feasible at RHIC in future. In this Appendix we argue that the extra terms in the WTI (14) can be neglected to the order of interest. A straightforward calculation in the Feynman gauge shows that G has the structure
where P µν (k) ≡ (k 2 g µν − k µ k ν ) and ǫ 
